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Greetings! Winter is nearly upon us, and
most are preparing to shut out the cold. Still,
a brave few are donning their wool and heading for the wilds, or beating their bounds.
These are who we have chosen to focus on
this winter: The Dúnedain. We are taking a
closer look at who they could have been, beyond what is known on the surface. Wandering penniless in Third Age Eriador without
any form of economy doesn’t seem feasible,
so in this issue we will tackle assembling a
list of trades that working Rangers might
have pursued to assist in supporting the efforts of keeping the North protected and ensuring their bloodlines would last until the
Return of the King.
We also look closely at cultural cues given by
the text which give reference to possible
horse breeds in the North, art and design,
and other ways to more accurately flesh out a
functioning Dúnedain impression.
Enjoy!
-G.

Lammers

If simple folk are free of care and fear,
simple they will be,
and we must be secret to keep them so.
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring
Book II, Chapter 2: The Council of Elrond

Pick a Persona: The Dúnedain

A. Holllis
less likely that they were tanned by the Dúnedain
In this issue, we shall attempt to extrapolate themselves. With no other major settlements of Men
some persona possibilities that may allow for a richer near the Angle, they would have little competition for
interpretation of the Dúnedain community of the game (and their valuable hides).
North. This is somewhat difficult, given that Arnor as
a political entity suffered one misfortune after another -The Grey Company who ride to Aragorn’s aid come
throughout the Third Age, finally collapsing over a well-armed with “spear and bow and sword.” (4).
thousand years before the War of the Ring. During While it is possible the swords are antique heirlooms
the intervening millennium, it would seem that the of Arnor, they may also be the work of a
Dúnedain Blacksmith,
Dúnedain community bide their time, patiently awaitalso responsible for forging the return of the King, while thanklessly defending
ing arrow- and spearthe Men (and Hobbits) who remain in Eriador. What
heads.
sort of activities might the Dúnedain community—or
the Rangers themselves, when not afield—have enBows could have been
gaged in to support itself?
m a d e
b y
a
-One good possibility is sheep herding. In the 1960 Dúnedain Woodworker or a dedicated Bowyer, while
Hobbit it is stated that the Trolls’ hoard contained the spears could be produced by any young Ranger-inclothing from “many poor wood-men and shep- training with access to straight-grained wood, shavingherds who had still lived horse, and drawknife. (Woodturning technolohere and there in the gy was known in Gondor (5), and may have been prewild lands near-by.” (1). sent in Arnor as well…a Turner’s knockdown springWhile identifying these pole lathe would have been very useful in an isolated
c o m m u n i t y ) .
shepherds as Dúnedain w o o d l a n d
would be out-of-place in Such woodwork need not be limited to martial purthe context of Thorin’s poses, if we consider that when we are introduced to
quest, it may be that Strider, he is seen smoking “a long-stemmed pipe curiously carved” (6). It is entirely possible that his pipe
they were one and the
is of Dúnedain make; perhaps the hobbits find the
same, especially considering
pipe ‘curious’ because it or its decorations are in a
that the troll episode takes
Númenorean-derived style, unfamiliar to the obplace literally just across the
servant
but
insular
Shire-folk?
Road from ‘the Angle’ (which, according to a
-Living as they do in a sort of exile—“a ragged house
note in the Marquette arlong bereft of lordship and dignity” according to Denchive (2), was the refuge of the Dúnedain.
ethor’s biases (7)—and unable to return to their for-As careful reading and inference has shown, it would mer glory without a unifying King, it is possible that
seem that Rangers wear somewhat distinctive foot- the more ‘academic’ or historically-minded among the
wear (3), likely similar to Aragorn’s “high boots of Dúnedain might desire to make ‘pilgrimages’ to imsupple leather”, and probably a turnshoe or something portant sites from their past. Of their second chief
similar. Given their apparent general self-reliance, city, Fornost, we are told that Rangers go (8), and the
a Cordwainer (shoe-maker) could be a possible activ- same might be true of Annuminas on Lake Evendim.
Such Dúnedain ‘scholars’ may travel seeking to reity of the Dúnedain
cover heirloom treasures valuable both monetarily and
community. While
culturally (precious stones, preserved scrolls, rubbings
it is possible that
of Arnorian stonework, etc.). The Barrow-downs, on
the leather to make
the other hand, while known to contain treasures (9),
such boots was purare also known to be inhabited by the evil Barrowchased from a tanwights, and so would pose dangerous to any ‘pilgrims’
ner of Bree or
without great preparation. However, the treasure of
Rivendell, it is no

the barrow in which the four hobbits were
imprisoned was laid out upon the mound by Tom
Bombadil: “‘free to all finders, birds, beasts. Elves or
Men, and all kindly creatures’; for so the spell of the
mound should be broken and scattered…” (10). If
Frodo shared this knowledge with Aragorn (on the
road to Rivendell, or during his recuperation there),
who passed it on to the Dúnedain of the Angle (who
assisted in the search for the Nazgul (11), then it is
conceivable that anytime after late 3018 Dúnedain
may have made an expedition to regain priceless artifacts and, potentially, potent weapons such as the barrow blades given to the hobbits, which came from the
same hoard.

References:
(1) History of The Hobbit p799
(2) Microfilm Series 3, Box 9, Folder 3
(3) Lord of the Rings Book I:Chapter 11
(4) LR IV:5
(5) LR V:2
(6) LR I:9
(7) LR V:1
(8) LR VI:7
(9) LR I:8
(10) ibid.
(11) LR II:3

Out of Edoras: Horses in Eriador

E. Meulemans

At Helm’s Deep, the Ranger's horses are said to be “...strong and of proud bearing, but rough-haired.”
While today “rough-haired” would indicate coarseness or perhaps an unkempt coat, it can also simply mean
long-haired.(1) This would have been in early March, and so the horses not yet having shed their winter
coats would have therefore been “rough haired.” This gives us little to go on for appearance other than to
eliminate those breeds which do not grow substantial winter coats and to know that the horses are not
clipped. We know that these horses are not said to be “great,” “tall,” or “big,” or otherwise differentiated
from ordinary mounts in any significant way aside from pride and strength. So these horses are certainly
15hh or less, likely short-limbed and short-backed. A good choice might be the Welsh Cob, which is the largest size of the varieties of Welsh Ponies. Standing between 14-15hh they have an expressive head, strong,
thick neck and body, and are hardy native British breed which grows quite an impressive winter coat to combat the cold and wet Welsh winter weather. Retaining the “pony character,” they are proud in bearing, and
are yet another breed that for their strength, durability, and good-nature, were put to work in WWI as both
mounts and carriage horses.
1 “Rough-haired horses can with advantage be clipped, so long as they are protected from the cold at night.” Journal of Agriculture,
South Australia, Volume 4. 1901.

Product Review: Townsend’s Imitation Hog's Bladder
When it comes to period-appropriate methods of
keeping unwanted things like insects, dirt, or ashes out
of containers, people have generally been limited to
using pieces of either waxed cloth, or animal bladder.
While some may be disgusted by the idea of using an
animal’s bladder, consider that in a period where woven fabric is expensive, and beeswax could be put to
better uses, it makes sense to use an animal part which
would otherwise go to
waste.
…………………
To be used, a section of
bladder was wet, and
then—as with waxed linen
sheets— stretched across
the mouth of a crock or jar,
and then secured with a
piece of cord; the natural
drying of the bladder over
the lip of the jar allows for a
tight fit...……………...........

A. Hollis

vellum, the sheets are reusable and seem quite strong
(I tried, but was unable, to tear one at the edges). I
have found the imitation sheets are quieter than natural bladder (which act and sound not unlike a
stretched drum-head), although they do have less
‘grip’: even without a cord to secure it to the container, an actual bladder will shrink and fit like a glove,

To the squeamish modern
sensibilities of some, using
an animal’s bladder in the
kitchen may be off-putting,
but thankfully a modern,
affordable alternative is
available!
(Although for the record, a
properly cleaned and dried
bladder has little to no discernible smell, and actually
seems to absorb the smell
of its environment. I store
mine in a box alongside a
jar of birch oil, and now my
bladders smell delightfully
smoky.)
The curious need look no further than the fine folks
at TOWNSEND’S (formerly Jas. Townsend and Son),
who offer four one-foot-square sheets of imitation
hog’s bladder for the very reasonable price of $7.50.
These are made of a natural collagen protein, and are
lightly textured to simulate the veining of an actual
bladder. While they look somewhat like imitation

where the imitation sheet will form a decent seal but
will not adhere to the jar.
For those without easy access to animal parts, or who
are searching for a period-correct way to keep foreign
objects out of a container (without resorting to corks
or stopples) on the trail, Townsend’s Imitation Hog
Bladder is certainly worth a try.

“What has it got in its pockets?”

J. Corcoran

When many of us are drawn to reenactment, it’s
the iconic things that catch our imagination; the rustle of a maille shirt, the glint of a knight’s sword, the
song of a harp or fairy-tale flow of a gown—all have
drawn people into the hobby.
And so that’s where we start. Of course we never
capture the image in our mind’s eye perfectly at first,
but after enough times making and using and failing
and remaking, we finally get something that looks
and functions right. And yet it still feels like a costume. We want to dig deeper. We want to make our
impression more real somehow.

Our compatriots in historical reenactment have long
been doing this by adding little scraps of “pocket litter.” A US Civil War reenactor might have a letter
home, a worn harmonica, a GI matchbook and an
army newspaper. But
What
what might those of us
representing Middle-earth
might those
carry about, once the outer impression is complete?
of us
The detritus of daily life
of course! Perhaps a hoof
representing
pick, perhaps a small
knife, perhaps a lean
Middlepurse with too few silver
pennies - few are so rich earth carry
as a dragon!
about, once
It goes further though.
Such small things can tell
the outer
very personal stories. Often the things we carry
impression
can say much about ourselves - or the personas is complete?
we play in Middle-earth.
They needn’t be so fair as an elf-jewel, nor so foul as
fishbones and wet shells, but they can still have meaning to the person we represent.

Lookit I found, Bodo! It’s an arrowhead! Old and rusted it is!
I bet it’s a thousand years old! Back from the ancient times it
be!
Da told me of them, back when there was a king, see. A king here. No - three! Three kings! And every one wanted this piece
of ground right here! And a war, here on the dike! Can you
believe it?
See, me’n Da were diggin, keepin’ up the dike, see, and...

It is! It is so!
From an army, it is! An army, right here in Bree!
I wish I could be in an army.
I wish I could.

Oh Mayberry, you must see it! My dearest cousin twice removed,
sweet Bluebonnet, you remember her? Cousin to your cousin
Buckleby?

Yes! With the prize pudding, that’s her, that’s her. Why she
embroidered this for me for her birthday, can you believe? I do
so think she captured the elderflowers so nice, so nice. How do
you think she got that blue?

I think she used yellowflower, but Amaranth - you know Amaranth, down by Bucklebury? She says it must be the bitterbug.
Now I don’t see that—see this shade here, that must be.. No..
She said what? Oh that can’t be right, you surely haven’t heard
what Appleby said about his farrier Delbo...
You don’t say.
Why come on and have some tea. Please, please, I insist…

No, my friend hobbit, I see where your eyes tarry. There is no
magic to this ring. No magic save that which love and memory
give it.
Long years before the first burrow of your Shire was made, an
elfmaid wore this ring amongst the fair winter’s green of Eregion. She was my daughter, and light of my life. I have not seen
her smile in an Age of the world,
Long since, the Enemy has consigned her to the halls of Mandos. Whither I remain in Middle-earth or sail west, I shall not
see her again unless the world end or Mandos claim me.
The men of the west rebelled because of their doom. I tell you
periannath, treasure that which you share with them. It is a gift.
Of this I will speak no more.

Ho there! Come lads, share my fire! It’s good to have company
at my fire these nights. Queer things about of late - queer
things. No trolls, but howls just the same. I’ll not take my flock
north of the road this season, not for a hoard of silver I won’t!
Ho! You’re those rangers I see… Don’t deny it, I know the
look, all dark and stoney-eyed. Don’t think I don’t see those
swords, neither. Well I have something for you. An elf told me
to give this to one of your kind, should I lay eyes on you. An elf
even! Haven’t seen their kind here in years. All golden-haired
too, not like the dark ones you normally see in these hills.
Why one year...
The? Right right! Pardon, pardon - don’t get much company up
here. Don’t get much cause for words, so the stream just flows
on as it were. Yes, yes...
Here ‘tis! A pretty thing, ain’it? All green and shiny in the
fire-like…. that elf said you’d know what it meant. And to
say.. To say… what was it.. Yes!
“The horsemen make for moonsool.” What’s a moonsool? Not
my business I guess. Well here you be, here you be.
Why - where you off so fast lads? Share the fire! Share…
Queer doings this is, no mistake!
“Begging your pardon sir… I thank you for the meal and all.
The Greenway, it’s a hard road, a hard road sir. But could you
be telling me where I might find work? What with the war see..
It’s hard down south, hard. The armies burned us out sir,
burned us all out…
Here, I have this letter I do - I fear I can’t read it none, but
Master Gondrihir, he says it proves I’m a hard worker and
good hand.
And that I am! I can plow all day sir, and that’s a fact.
And my missus weaves a fine piece, and my little ones mind
well, and they don’t eat much neither. None of us do - we earn
our keep sir, if you know… if you know where we might go?

The smallest things can tell a story that illuminates a persona. The beauty of Middle-earth reenactment is that
the things we choose can be so small and so easily found. An arrowhead that didn’t work out, a yard sale find
- even a broken shard of glass or oddly shaped stone. Any small object might have a tale to tell, and be precious to the one who carries it beyond all earthly value. I encourage you to find some small thing…and tell a
story.

Designing a Third Age Dúnedain Byknife

G. Lammers

Númenorean descent. A Dúnedain, then, would be
steeped in his own culture, evolved though design
the tool does not function, it has no purpose. Typi- may be at this now late period in the Third Age. In
cally, the job is taken care of, as most knives nowa- short, we have a lot of design heritage to pull from, as
days are simply purchased from a maker or manufac- well as a solid description of original antiques.
turer. I was recently blessed with the opportunity to
“For each of the hobbits he chose a dagger, long, leaf-shaped,
design one from the ground up, and thus was tasked
and keen, of marvellous workmanship, damasked with serpent
with not only developing a form, but a form that
forms in red and gold. They gleamed as he drew them from
functions. Then, once again, the task was put into the
their black sheaths, wrought of some strange metal, light and
hands of the Society’s resident smith, E. Meulemans
strong, and set with many fiery stones. Whether by some virtue
of Meuleurgy.
in these sheaths or because of the spell that lay on the mound,
Developing a form that functions can be a simple task the blades seemed untouched by time, unrusted, sharp, glittering
of analyzing what already exists and selecting desirable
in the sun.”
attributes from proven designs. However, when the
- The Fellowship of the Ring, Book I, Chapter 8: Fog on
knife is meant to have clear origins in Middle-earth,
the Barrow-Downs
cultural nods must be present to separate it from both
modern sharps and historical replicas.
When designing a knife, function is paramount. If

A young Dúnedain in the Third Age would be culturally tied to his ancestry in Númenor. In a perfect
world, I’m sure every wanderer would desire for
themselves a blade made with the forgotten skills of
the Men of Westernesse, but such things are few and
far between. We have two instances in this period of
Middle-earth when we know for certain of such things
being found: the Troll Hoard found by the company
of Thorin Oakenshield, and the Barrow that was
opened and laid bare by Tom Bombadil. These happenings were seventy-seven years apart, and both
were likely the result of a greater being (i.e. Gandalf or
Bombadil) being present to ward off a great evil. The
likelihood of a solitary man—even of Númenorean
descent—getting his hands on an antique from the
lost isle or Second Age on the mainland is slim.
Still, the cultural heritage of Númenor has been kept
well, and is distinct. Tom Bombadil recognizes the
blades found in the Barrow to be the work of Westernesse on sight, and he is certainly not of

Virtues such as metals that are untouched by time
would be hard to come by in late Third Age metalworking; many skills were lost after the fall of
Númenor. In addition, none live so richly in this period as did those who came before, so adornments such
as gems are not practical nor perhaps even possible,
and certainly not worth a Ranger’s time. “Red and
gold”, however, are readily doable with both technology available in Eriador as well as the wealth level expected of a wanderer.

In keeping with society member J. Horner’s research
into the design language of Númenorean art, I started
with all of the outside lines of the blade, handle, and
bolsters as fluid arcs. I drew the front bolster beveled
immediately behind the blade to follow the form of
the guard on my arming sword, and a small copper
spacer was recommended by the maker to help prevent the wood grip from splitting. This also brings
red, as a metal, into the color palette of the piece, and
brings us a step closer to the described “barrowblades”.
To finalize the referenced materials I asked for bronze
as an Eriador-feasible analogy for “gold” to be inset
into the blade. This was accomplished by peening
two bronze rods into countersunk holes and then
grinding them flush. Two, for the north and south
kingdoms that a
young Ranger has
heard of all his life
but likely had never encountered,
save for ruins. A
small touch of
hope for things to
come, carried at all
times.

As with all past commissions, it was an absolute pleasure to watch this piece come to life via progress photos online. When it finally arrived and I was able to
put it in hand against existing pieces of soft and hard
kit, it came to life. It feels, more than most any other
part of my kit, to have some real cultural depth. It has
a story, but I can’t tell it just yet. We have some
tracks of our own to make first.

Society News
The Middle-earth Reenactment Society is dedicated to the furthering of J.R.R. Tolkien cultural studies, within the framework of ‘historical’ reenactment. We exist to recreate the cultures of Middleearth in both form and function, and to mold ourselves into peoples fitting to associate with and live
as these fully-realized cultures. A part of the online Tolkien re-creation community found at middleearthrangers.org, the Society publishes an online periodical titled ‘Edge of the Wild’, showcasing
new research, methods, materials, and instructional articles, and meets throughout the year at various
sites deemed ‘wild’ enough to still capture the reality and imagination of the wild lands envisioned
within the pages of J.R.R. Tolkien’s works.

As a part of moving forward with future Society events, research, and membership growth, official
standards for research and interpretation have been established by the current membership. On the
following pages, you will find detailed descriptions of how we have chosen to approach Middle-earth
cultural re-creation to generate consistently authentic, functional, and believable kits which can stand
up to scholarly scrutiny. These standards do not dictate what is required to enjoy pursuing Middleearth as a living history hobby, but they do represent the standards expected for future official
Middle-earth Reenactment Society events as well as Membership.

Basic Membership Standards within the MERS—As of December, 2017

1) The Middle-earth Reenactment Society is a High-Authenticity Organization
a) These Standards are considered to be a minimum, exceptions will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.
b) Certain events may have higher requirements.
i) Restrictions may be placed on Age (1A/2A/3A) or cultures, depending on event.
2) Clothing/'soft kit':
a) Materials
i) Clothing must be made from approved Natural Materials: linen/flax, wool, silk, hemp, nettle, leather.
(1) Cotton items are not permitted: "Hobbits are represented as using tobacco and this is made
more or less credible by the suggestion that the plant was brought over the Sea by the Men of
Westernesse...; but it is not intended that 'cotton' should be supposed to be known or used at that
time." (JRRT: Nomenclature, quoted in Reader's Companion p. 612)."
(2)Linen items should be 100% linen. We recommend fabric-store.com: all items come up for sale
quite regularly; join the mailing list and be patient. Buy remnants from their ‘doggy bag’ section
and piece together.
(3) Wool items should contain no more than 30% synthetic fibers (nylon, &c).
For those with wool allergies, items made from goat or alpaca wool is acceptable; imitations
are unacceptable as they are unsafe for real-world use.
(4) Leather items should be REAL leather—no synthetics, vinyl, Naugahyde, &c.
(a) Traditional tanning methods (bark-tanned, vegetable-tanned (tooling leather), and braintanned (real buckskin) are preferred.
(i) Chrome-tanned (shiny yellow) deerskin should not be used for garments (use wool, linen, or brain-tan)
(ii) Modern tanned leathers are acceptable for footwear, belts, scabbards, quivers, &c.
b) Construction
i) As a High Authenticity Organization, the MERS requires that all visible/exterior seams be handsewn.
Machine-sewn unseen/interior seams are permitted, but we highly encourage members to strive
for 100% handsewn
ii) No two-piece rivets, or extraneous studs or rivets in clothing or leather ‘armor’
iii) No metal grommets
Laced items, such as womens' kyrtles, are acceptable, if hand-stitched lacing holes are used.
No front-lace 'pirate'/'poet'/Renaissance Faire shirts
c) Clothing Colors:
i) Clothing must be made of material and colors/shades appropriate to your impression
ii) Colors should reflect the range achievable with plant-based dyes (i.e. no bold, uniform, modern
synthetic-dyed colors); study swatches in natural dyeing books (those by Jenny Dean are recommended) for examples.
iii) Actual naturally-dyed items are highly encouraged.
iv) Leather goods should be neutral, natural colors (black, white (ex. unsmoked brain-tan), gray, or
shades of brown)-no EcoFlo green, blue, red, purple, &c.
3) Hard Kit
i) Use appropriate period-analogous materials
ii) Ancient Artifacts should be used extremely sparingly (if at all):
(1) Gondolin Blades (1A)
(2) Numenorean Blades (2A)
(3) Barrow Blades (3A)

(5) Mithril Items
(a) “If it makes your persona Oh-So-Very-Special, it's probably a bad idea.”
(b) Acceptable Metals: Iron, Steel, Tin, Copper, Bronze, and referenced precious metals.
iii) Preferred Ratio for documentable-to-historical-to-plausible hard kit:
70% certifiable (book- or history-based)/30% plausible (conjecture- or logic-based)
(1) Nothing made from 'curious dwarven make' or 'mystical Elvish construction' unless your impression is a dwarf or an elf. (See Appropriate Impressions)
a) No elvish ropes, cloaks or lembas for non-elves.
4) Culturally-Appropriate Personas/Impressions
a) No impressions of cast characters from the books
i) = KEEP IT COMMON.
(1)While the Fellowship (save Sam) was made up of nobles, princes, and an angel, they are few and far
between.
ii) Impressions should be specific and appropriate to your culture:
(1) No 'hybrid' personas: Haradrim Hobbits, Half-Elvish Rohirrim, or 'Dwarven Rangers' &c.
(2) For that matter, no generic rangers. Specify Dúnedain of the North, or Ithilien Rangers.
(3) Certain personas are limited to specific cultures
a) Ex: ‘Ranger’ is a culturally-specific (Dúnedain) 'career', not a character class.
b) Physical attributes
i) Because MERS is not a LARP-type environment, where abilities are conferred upon participants which
they may or may not actually possess, we encourage our members and interested parties to pursue portraying peoples which closely fit their own personal capabilities.
Members are encouraged to live out their personas; since this is not merely a costuming enterprise, if
you are not in physical condition to be traveling great distances on foot, pursuing a Ranger persona (a
professional traveler, really) may not be a good fit. Similarly, if you are seven feet tall, portraying a
Dwarf would be quite a stretch.
c) First person vs. Third person Interpretation at Events
i) “A Third-Person Interpreter is one who, when engaging the public, speaks in third-person, e.g., "they did
this," or "they dressed this way." The interpreter generally remains in the present as a modern person
who, while dressed in period clothing, attempts to explain to other modern people the various aspects
of life as it was for people of the past. This approach may require a greater commitment to research
than what is required of the typical reenactor. The third-person historical interpreter assumes the role
of educator and possibly narrator.
A First-Person Interpreter is someone who portrays a persona as though he or she is actually the person they portray. If a first-person interpreter, for instance, portrays Martha Washington, that interpreter takes on the look, mannerisms, and language that the interpreter's research show Martha herself
would have exhibited. First-person interpretation is an attempt by the interpreter to immerse himself or
herself in the life and circumstances of the persona. This interpretive role is both that of educator and
actor, and it often requires years of research and practice to hone and perfect.” - Townsend’s, Getting
Started in Living History Course: Session 3
(1) 1st or 3rd POV is a choice left up to the interpreter; however, as in historic reenacting, it is suggested
to start with 3rd and move to 1st after a time if/when one is more experienced.
d) By default, MERS is focused on the late Third Age during the War of the Ring
i) Other Ages may be portrayed.
ii) More specifically and most often: Late Third Age between 2942 and 3019 (post Battle of Five Armies,
inclusive of War of the Ring).
iii) If a period outside these dates is portrayed, care should be taken to choose an appropriate culture/
impression, and to ensure that the persona will not conflict with events to be attended.
i.e., an Eorling in TA 2510 is acceptable; a Beorning in TA 1640 is not.

5) Appropriate Sources
a) Primary Sources:
i) LOTR
ii) The Hobbit
iii) Unfinished Tales
iv) The Silmarillion
v) JRRT: Artist & Illustrator (Hammond & Scull)
vi) The History of Middle-earth volumes 3-12, giving precedent where conflicted to published material
in LR/TH
(Vols. 1&2 are early, pre-Legendarium, 'myth for England' material)
b) Secondary Sources:
i) Atlas of Middle-earth (Fonstad)
ii) Reader's Companion (Hammond & Scull)
&c.
C) Tertiary Sources:
i) Art directly inspired by the Books (pre 2001, or if post-2001, explicitly non-film inspired)
ii) Peter Jackson’s LOTR/Hobbit movies (discouraged)
(1)While some inspiration is acceptable, kit items should not be based directly from PJ imagery.
a) DO: wear 19th century breeches and shirts (hobbits), wear leather jerkin (Ithilien Rangers.)
b) DON'T: wear Legolas' velvet tunic, carry a replica of Gimli's axe, or wear Boromir's bracers.
iii) ICE MERP, The One Ring RPG, LOTRO (discouraged)
(1) These sources are useful in fleshing out 'blank' areas of the map, providing names of towns or
settlements, extrapolating cultural traits, or visualizing landscapes. While members are free to
use these as inspiration, the MERS does not treat them as 'canon', and feels they should not be
relied upon for building one's impression.
iv) Shadow of Mordor/any and All Future film or TV adaptations
(1) Udûn, no. Separating your impression from popular culture lends credence to accuracy.

To Subscribe to the newsletter contact us at:
Middleearthreenactmentsociety@gmail.com
or find us on Facebook as ‘Middle Earth Reenactment Society’
To apply for membership, send us a head-to-toe
portrait photo and a detailed description!

